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WHY IT MATTERS TO ENMAX

Safety is a core value that underpins our company 
culture. A solid safety record is also a key factor in 
attracting and retaining talent and maintaining a 
positive reputation.

OUR APPROACH
Our robust safety policies, procedures and systems 
guide our work so everyone can go home safe at the 
end of the day. Our Occupational Health and Safety 
Handbook sets out our fundamental rules, called 
the Rules to Live By (commonly referred to in other 
industries as lifesaving rules). The rules are simple, 
succinct reminders of the most critical safety hazards 
that have caused serious injury or worker loss of life  
in our industry.

Focusing on high-risk activities  
and common injuries
We have customized safety programs that target: 

DRIVING

ENMAX mitigates driving risks through the use  
of: 1) Geotab devices in mobile fleet vehicles that  
track driver behaviour data to help reduce unsafe 
driving, 2) extra safety measures for our heavy mobile 
fleet (greater than 11,749 kilograms) such as licence 
class audits and specialized driver safety training 
courses, 3) a driving simulator that teaches about 
distractions and 4) supplementary training following  
any driving incidents. 

Given Versant Power’s large service territory, employees 
must drive long distances for work (5.8 million kilometres 
in 2021). To reduce the risk of vehicle accidents, Versant 
Power is diligent about auditing qualifications for 
specific driver class licences, reinforcing driver skills in 
its apprenticeship program, and assisting workers with 
driver training.

ELECTRICAL CONTACT

While only about half our employees complete work 
that has associated electrical hazards, it is a high-risk 
activity. We follow strict lockout/tagout requirements 
to safely shut down, isolate or disconnect equipment 
to protect workers from unexpected releases of 
energy. ENMAX Power’s apprentice training program 
provides new workers with proper supervision and 
support and, as part of our journeyman refresher 
program, our Alberta powerline technicians go through 
annual reviews and assessments of key high-risk 
activities. Versant Power has an in-house four-and-
a-half-year apprenticeship program for line workers. 
In 2021, seven apprentices completed the program 
and received their First-Class Line Worker status, and 
32 are currently in various stages of progression. In 
addition to apprenticeship training, in 2021, 160 field 
employees received additional training on topics such 
as testing, troubleshooting and grounding procedures 
for underground residential distribution systems.

SLIPS, TRIPS, AND FALLS

A common cause of injuries in Alberta and Maine,  
slips, trips and falls are compounded by winter weather. 
At our facilities, we invest in housekeeping efforts such 
as ploughing and salting. We provide frequent up-front 
messaging prior to known hazards, such as windstorms 
or heavy snowfall. We send bulletins to leaders to 
speak at safety meetings and provide reminders about 
common hazards. ENMAX and Versant Power each 
have employee-based safety committees that provide 
opportunities to discuss these bulletins and lessons 
learned from past incidents. We also encourage the use 
of traction aids, such as proper footwear (like ice cleats) 
and the use of salt de-icers to place onto snow and ice 
in high-traffic areas.

32 individuals are currently enrolled 
in our in-house four-and-a-half-year 
apprenticeship program for line  
workers in Maine. Read more about  
our safety programs.

Employee safety 2021 HIGHLIGHTS

 → Developed a suite of proactive safety metrics to transition our focus 
from lagging to leading indicators.

 → Enhanced our safety culture through improved safety communications 
and stronger safety governance.
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SAFETY STATISTICS 
injuries per 200,000 hours worked 

In the last five years, we have reduced our total recordable incident rate 
(TRIR) by 26 per cent. During that same time period, our lost time injury 
frequency has increased but we continue to work on enhancing our 
safety culture and improving our safety processes. Note these statistics 
exclude Versant Power.

SAFETY METRICS VERSANT POWER 2020 2021

Proactive Incident Report (PAIR) rate 
(Proactive measures per 200,000 hours worked) 867 1,020 

Total recordable incident rate 
(Injuries per 200,000 hours worked) 0.94 0.67

Lost time injury frequency 
(Injuries per 200,000 hours worked) 0.00 0.00

ENMAX won the Electricity Canada 
President’s Award of Excellence for 
Employee Safety in the Transmission 
and the Distribution categories for  
our 2020 performance.

PROGRESS IN 2021
To advance our vision of being a leader in proactive 
safety, in 2021 we increased our focus on leading 
indicators, strengthened our safety culture and 
improved our safety processes.

Moving towards a more proactive 
approach to safety
Using leading indicators effectively requires a 
perspective shift—from the traditional approach of 
minimizing negative safety behaviours to increasing 
positive safety behaviours. Key ways we are shifting  
our approach and metrics tracking include:

INCENTING HAZARD AND NEAR MISS REPORTING 

Our newly developed Good Catch program incentivizes 
workers for noticing and reporting worksite hazards or 
near misses by reporting the issue in our system and 
to their supervisor. The “good catches” are then shared 
across ENMAX via the intranet so everyone can learn 
from them.

LEARNING FROM NEAR MISSES

We take all our near misses seriously and consider 
them an opportunity to learn and improve before 
somebody gets hurt. In 2021, we experienced 11 near 
misses that were considered serious. To address 
them, we performed several corrective actions 
focused on the root causes, including: 1) reinforcing 
the importance of our Employee in Charge practice 
which emphasizes the role of the qualified person 
responsible for completing a task and the safety 
of assigned workers (the person in charge of the 
worksite), 2) working to improve site communication 
and coordination between crews when there are 
multiple crews on a worksite and 3) reinforcing the 
importance of completing thorough field level  
hazard assessments.

CONSOLIDATING PROACTIVE METRICS  
INTO A SINGLE INDICATOR

In 2021, we worked to develop a company-wide 
proactive incident rate (PAIR) calculation that combines 
several leading indicators (see graphic below) and 
measures them as a frequency rate. In developing this 
metric, we collaborated and leveraged lessons learned 
from Versant Power, who have measured and linked 
their PAIR metric to performance for all team members 
since 2016. Our objective for 2022 is to track this metric 
consistently across our organization.

 OUR PERFORMANCE

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Total recordable incident rateTotal recordable incident rate Lost time injury frequency

0.0

1.2

0.27

0.13

0.20

0.07

0.45

0.74

0.34

0.94

0.71

1.00

PAIR: PROACTIVE INCIDENT RATE

1,319
HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS

Environmental or task-related conditions  
identified and corrected before starting a job.

63
SAFETY JOB OBSERVATIONS

Supervisors monitor job execution by  
employees or contractors.

2,790
NEAR MISS REPORTS

At work and at home situations that  
could have turned into an incident.

677
SAFETY DISCUSSIONS

Conversations by executive team  
members related to safety.

All data is as reported by our employees in 2021.
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Enhancing our safety culture
We encourage a proactive safety culture where  
every individual takes responsibility and ownership for 
safety, regardless of their position or work environment. 
Our efforts in 2021 have been focused on building and 
improving our safety culture by enhancing our safety 
communications, broadening our safety awareness and 
strengthening our safety governance. We also started 
collecting employee sentiment on safety which enables 
us to establish a baseline for comparison in future years. 
In 2021, we enhanced our safety culture by:

NORMALIZING HUMAN ERROR TO INCREASE VIGILANCE 

We use consistent messaging in our safety meetings  
to grow awareness that because human error is normal, 
we must build processes and procedures that are 
error tolerant and allow our workers to fail safely when 
incidents happen. We distributed several company-
wide safety bulletins on topics such as mental health 
and managing distractions. We have also increased our 
communications following incidents and are sharing 
corrective actions across the organization.

STRENGTHENING SAFETY GOVERNANCE

Across ENMAX, we have several Joint Worksite 
Committees (JWCs) that include a mix of leaders 
who meet regularly to discuss worksite safety, past 
incidents and lessons learned. We increased the 
meeting frequency to monthly and have evolved the 
groups to become more cross-representative. In 2021, 
we also formed a new Safety Leadership Committee 
that includes operational vice presidents from across 
the ENMAX group of companies, including Versant 
Power. The committee serves as an escalation point 
for safety topics that cannot be resolved locally at the 
JWC level or for broader safety issues impacting the 
entire organization.

Improving our safety processes
Hazard identification and assessment is how we 
determine and evaluate both the existing and potential 
hazards in our work. We have made improvements to 
several related safety processes in 2021, including:

REIMAGINING HAZARD IDENTIFICATION

In 2021, ENMAX Energy redeveloped and expanded 
its hazard identification program to cover activities 
across all its business units. Now known as Assess 
and Share Knowledge (ASK), the program provides a 
formal process for workers to proactively discuss how 
they will perform a job, share knowledge and insights, 
document the conversation, and report findings to  
the observer and their supervisor.

UNIFYING OUR TAILBOARD PROCESS 

Different than hazard identification described above, 
which focuses on task-related hazards, workers must 
also complete a field-level hazard assessment to 
proactively identify and control hazards in their work 
areas and environment. In ENMAX Power, these are 
called tailboards and are completed by our field teams 
in real-time on electronic devices. In 2021, we integrated 
ENMAX Energy’s similar process called work permits 
into a single electronic tailboard process. Standardizing 
and consolidating this process will enable improved 
tracking of trends in hazards and create better 
alignment across ENMAX.

RANKING OUR HAZARDS

To better classify all identified hazards, we added hazard 
ranking into our system in 2021. Hazards can now be 
ranked based on their probability, severity and frequency. 
The rankings enable us to prioritize and maintain better 
quality data around the hazards observed in the field.  
In addition, we can now prioritize all corrective actions 
and monitor them into completion.
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WHY IT MATTERS TO ENMAX

Our contractors are a valued and essential part of 
our workforce. Taking care to select contractors with 
best-in-class safety records and effectively managing 
contractor safety leads to improved engagement, 
alignment, stronger working relationships and 
improved safety for all.

OUR APPROACH
We work alongside contractors who work as an 
extension of the ENMAX team. In some of our business 
units, we also work with contracted companies, which 
are third parties that do work on our behalf.

Contractor safety
In our ENMAX Energy-operated generation facilities, 
the majority of our workforce is made up of individual 
contractors. The site management teams perform 
regular site observations and undertake the ASK 
process to verify that safety protocols and procedures 
are being followed and the work is safe. At our Alberta 
corporate office locations, contractors may include, for 
example, security guards, cleaners or crews completing 
facility upgrades to ENMAX Place or our South Service 
Centre. We oversee contractors working at our office 
locations to verify they are performing daily field-level 
hazard assessments and they have the proper hazard 
reporting protocols in place.

Working with safe companies
At ENMAX Power and Versant Power, we work with 
contracted companies that provide construction, 
maintenance and other services. We hold all contracted 
companies we work with to high standards of safety.

CHOOSING SAFE CONTRACTORS

As part of ENMAX’s contractor selection process, 
each contractor across our business units must be 
registered with ISNetworld, an online contractor and 
supplier management platform used to prequalify and 
monitor contractors. Each contracted company must 
fully demonstrate technical capabilities, adequate 
safety practices and have appropriate insurance in 
place. We meet with selected companies to audit these 
items and review that they have adequate safety and 
environmental management systems in place. In 2021, 
we incorporated additional questions regarding safety 
practices including their exposure hours, incidents, 
serious near misses and hazard reporting practices. In 
some contracts we ask them to provide us with their 
improvement initiatives over a three-year period. An 
internal dashboard allows us to monitor this data and 
informs decisions. In Maine, Versant Power began 
implementing ISNetworld with the support of ENMAX.

CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT

To promote a consistent approach from the third 
parties that do work on our behalf:

 – Our field inspectors are onsite daily to verify that 
contractors use the procedures approved under  
the Master Service Agreement.

 – We hold monthly meetings with contracted 
companies, including a quarterly scorecard review 
between the contracted company’s management 
and our safety team, supply chain management and 
management to review incidents, hazard reporting 
and the status of any corrective actions.

 – We monitor all contracted companies to confirm that 
any incidents are followed up with an investigation, 
corrective actions and preventative measures. While 
our contractor management processes are currently 
handled separately, at the end of 2021 we developed 
a plan to bring all areas of the business under one 
unified Contractor Management Program at ENMAX 
Power. We expect to implement this program in 2022.

2021 HIGHLIGHTS

 → Added additional ESG-related questions to ISNetworld to improve 
our visibility into contractor safety.

 → Versant Power began its implementation of ISNetworld.

Contractor safety
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WHY IT MATTERS TO ENMAX

Public safety around electricity is extremely important.  
We are active in promoting the safe use of electricity in  
the community.

OUR APPROACH
We are committed to keeping the public safe while 
conducting our business. In our operations, one of 
the most significant risks to public safety is electrical 
contact with underground or overhead distribution lines 
or transformers. We strive to do our part to protect, 
educate and inform the public about electrical safety 
risks through the following:

Timely communication  
about outages
As power outages can impact public safety (for example, 
if traffic lights go out), we maintain the ENMAX Power 
Trouble Response Hotline for reporting outages and offer 
our Calgary Outage Portal Map to publicly communicate 
outage location, cause and estimated time of restoration. 
Versant Power also maintains a live outage map with 
outage information and estimated restoration times.

Protecting the public and our assets
Many types of digging or excavations can pose  
hazards to the public, workers and the environment.  
In Alberta, before excavating, we encourage individuals 
to use Alberta One-Call, a free service that notifies 
an ENMAX team of the activity. Additionally, our 
ground disturbance guidelines document provides 
requirements that companies and individuals must 
comply with when exposing buried ENMAX cables or 
equipment. In Maine, Versant Power is a member of  
the Dig Safe® system, a communication network similar 
to Alberta One-Call, that notifies Versant Power prior  
to any intended ground disturbance by the public.

Providing power safety education
We continue to broadly share our Hazardous Electrical 
Awareness Tutorial (HEAT), a free safety presentation 
available to the public and first responders that 
demonstrates how to work safely near electrical 
infrastructure in Calgary and what to do if there is a 
failure in the system. To further promote power safety 
awareness, ENMAX’s safety team has long provided the 
same important messages in a 90-minute presentation 
to contractors and first responders such as firefighters 
and police officers. In 2021, ENMAX offered this 
session more than 34 times (with an attendance of 
544 workers). Versant Power has a public safety team 
composed of volunteer employees who provide safety 
training for fire and police departments (including the 
Maine State Police Academy), Emergency Medical 
Technicians and other civic organizations. 

PROMOTING ELECTRICITY SAFETY

Although many events were cancelled in 2021 due 
to the pandemic, we typically participate in several 
annual public events to bring awareness to electricity 
safety, such as the Safety Expo (an event teaching 
school-aged children about safety around electrical 
lines and equipment), Disaster Alley (a free public 
emergency preparedness event) and the ENMAX 
Rodeo and Safety Expo (an event which helps the 
public understand how powerline technicians work 
safely with powerlines and electricity).

As a member of the Calgary community, we are attuned 
to public safety needs. In 2021, we produced a video to 
promote safety behaviours during trick-or-treating.

Public safety STORY

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Click here to watch our video on safe 
trick-or-treating behaviours.
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2021 REPRESENTATION IN OUR WORKFORCE — ALBERTA 
per cent

We seek to employ and promote the advancement of women, qualified persons 
with disabilities, visible minorities, Indigenous individuals and veterans. Workforce 
demographics outside of gender are based on self-disclosed data from 77% of our 
workforce. Categories are reported in alignment with the Federal Contracting Program 
for Employee Equity and are not inclusive of all diversity groups.

2021 REPRESENTATION IN OUR WORKFORCE — MAINE 
per cent

 OUR PERFORMANCEWHY IT MATTERS TO ENMAX

We believe that diverse views improve decision-
making outcomes and contribute to improved financial 
and operational performance. A diverse and inclusive 
workforce fosters unique perspectives that enhance 
our culture, spark creativity, foster innovation and 
create value.

OUR APPROACH
Across our organization, we work to foster a culture 
of inclusion that embraces diversity and allows 
everyone to feel respected, valued and like they 
belong. We do not tolerate any form of harassment 
at ENMAX. Our Safe and Respectful Workplace 
Standard guides our efforts around fostering a healthy 
and respectful workplace. Team members complete 
training to understand this standard when they join the 
organization and undertake annual refresher training.

SUPPORTING EQUAL ACCESS TO OPPORTUNITIES

We are committed to the principles and practices 
of equal employment opportunity. In Maine, our 
commitments are formalized in Versant Power’s 
Diversity and Inclusion Policy. As a federal contractor, 
in Alberta and Maine, we are required to employ and 
promote the advancement of qualified persons with 
disabilities, minorities, women, Indigenous individuals 
(Canada) and veterans (United States). To meet the 
applicable requirements, Versant Power maintains 
an objective external third-party audit and completes 
an annual filing of its Equal Employment Opportunity 
and Veterans’ Employment and Training Service 
reports. Versant Power also developed an Affirmative 
Action Plan that sets specific targets to increase its 
underrepresented populations through outreach efforts 
and training programs.

ONGOING SUPPORT FOR MENTAL WELLNESS

We believe strong mental health is foundational for 
developing a culture of inclusion and that the skills 
we gain from having difficult conversations related 
to mental health make our culture more welcoming. 
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic we have 
continued to invest in our team’s mental and physical 
wellbeing. To create a space where we promote 
psychological safety and wellbeing, we have continued 
to offer access to headversity for our employees and 
their families. The headversity app provides video 
and audio lessons, articles and practice tools to help 
employees build key resiliency skills and mental health 
awareness. Read more about our new 2021 activities 
related to mental wellness on page 39.

2021 HIGHLIGHTS

 → 100% of our senior leaders have completed inclusive leadership 
competency training. In 2022, we are offering the program to all 
other leaders across ENMAX.

Diversity, inclusion  
and belonging
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We work to foster a culture of  
inclusion that embraces diversity and 
allows everyone to feel respected.
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WOMEN AT VARIOUS LEVELS 
per cent

We have gender balance in senior management roles (senior  
vice-president and above), but will continue working on promoting 
diversity, inclusion and belonging across the entire organization.

PROGRESS IN 2021
Over the past year, we have worked towards more 
inclusive leadership and have encouraged dialogue 
and awareness around inclusion. The following efforts 
work towards our vision of building a workforce that is 
reflective of our communities and where everyone  
has a sense of belonging.

Improving our policies and systems
Our policies establish appropriate and expected 
behaviour and form the foundation to building a  
more inclusive culture.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION ROADMAP

In 2021, our Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging Executive 
Steering Committee undertook actions to inform the 
development of a three-year roadmap and strategy. 

Activities included hosting educational awareness 
sessions and small group discussions which provided 
employees and leaders with an opportunity to share 
their personal experiences. In addition, all of our senior 
leaders completed inclusive leadership competency 
training in 2021. To be rolled out in 2022, the three-year 
roadmap outlines our aspirations to achieve cultural 
transformation and plans out our approach to improve 
diversity and inclusion.

ASSESSING OUR POLICIES 

In 2021, we engaged a third party to complete an 
assessment of our human resources policies. We 
received the results from the assessment and are 
working through a prioritization plan to identify the 
changes that will be executed as part of our three-year 
roadmap. We will be assessing our customer practices 
with expected completion in 2023.

REVISED PARENTAL LEAVE POLICY 

To make parental leave more accessible for a wider 
range of employees, we revised our Employee Parental 
Leave Policy to include six weeks of vacation accrual. 
Employees who elect to take parental leave (which 
includes adoption leave) are provided with 75 per cent 
base salary top-up eligibility for up to six weeks and are 
able to use vacation or other accrued time banks to top 
up the remaining 25 per cent.

 OUR PERFORMANCE
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Fostering inclusive leadership
We want to foster a culture where employees feel 
a sense of belonging and believe that this starts 
with inclusive leadership. Inclusive leaders respect 
the uniqueness of each individual and create an 
environment where all individuals can unlock their 
potential, thrive and grow.

INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP TRAINING 

In our 2020 ESG report, we set a target for all  
ENMAX senior leaders (directors and above) to 
complete inclusive leadership competency training. 
In 2021, 100 per cent of our senior leaders completed 
this training. The inclusive leadership training supports 
leaders in developing foundational knowledge of their 
own unconscious bias, helping them understand the 
business case for diversity, inclusion and belonging, 
and how to leverage a team’s diversity of thought and 
styles. It also equips leaders with tips to start healthy 
conversations about diversity and inclusion with their 
teams. In 2022, we will be offering a second module  
for senior leaders and will roll out the program to all 
other people leaders across ENMAX.

CREATING INCLUSIVE TEAMS PANEL

As part of our annual Leadership Summit for all 
people leaders, we hosted a 90-minute Creating 
Inclusive Teams panel discussion. The panel 
featured five individuals who are diversity and 
inclusion ambassadors within their communities and 
organizations. The panelists discussed how belonging 
and inclusion impacts team success and shared tips on 
how leaders can foster an environment for inclusion.

Supporting holistic wellness
We strive to help our employees maintain balance 
across different health dimensions including financial, 
physical and mental wellbeing.

MENTAL WELLNESS

In 2021, we added a new Mental Fitness program to 
our existing offerings. The program kicked off with a 
Mental Fitness 101 course attended by 197 employees 
which helped participants assess and build positive 
mental fitness. The program encouraged participants 
to reflect on what charges and drains their mental 
fitness “batteries”. Mental Fitness 101 set the tone for 
six Microskills sessions attended by 335 participants. 
Mental Fitness Microskills are short webinars that focus 
on skill development to positively impact an individual’s 
mental fitness.

WELLNESS 

In 2021, Versant Power launched a new wellness 
initiative that includes mental wellbeing and financial 
and physical health. Versant Power offered monthly 
wellness webinars and an app called My Strength, 
which—like ENMAX’s headversity app—offers resilience 
challenges, breathing exercises, training and more.

For Pink Shirt Day, we encouraged our  
employees to wear a pink-coloured  
shirt to stand against bullying.

 OUR PERFORMANCE
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Developing a culture of inclusion
We believe the skills and awareness we gain from 
having difficult conversations make our culture more 
welcoming. In 2021, we created several opportunities for 
these types of conversations to occur and are seeing a 
shift in how our organization engages on these topics:

INCREASING AWARENESS OF INDIGENOUS HISTORY AND 
CULTURE

175 of our employees attended an Indigenous 
awareness session which covered Indigenous history, 
cultural differences, working with Indigenous Peoples 
and communities, and more. Read more on page 51. 
ENMAX also encouraged employees to complete the 
online Indigenous Canada course by covering the 
certification fee. Indigenous Canada is a 12-lesson 
course from the Faculty of Native Studies at the 
University of Alberta that explores Indigenous  
histories and contemporary issues in Canada.

CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYEE CONNECTION

We organized several employee connection sessions 
to destigmatize conversations around diversity and 
inclusion. The sessions were limited to groups of 
eight or fewer employees to provide a safe space for 
employees to share their personal experiences, identify 
potential barriers that our team members face and 
discuss actions or ideas for ENMAX to foster a  
culture of belonging in the workplace.

DIVERSITY TRAINING FOR EMPLOYEES

As part of its corporate mandatory training, Versant 
Power launched a new training course with an 
emphasis on diversity and inclusion. The company 
also added visual aides and read-along capabilities  
to the courses to enable different learning styles  
and improve accessibility.

We believe the skills and awareness  
we gain from engaging in conversations 
around diversity and inclusion make our 
culture more welcoming.

PROMOTING ALLYSHIP

Employees were invited to attend Allyship in Action,  
a virtual session hosted as part of our partnership with 
Calgary Pride. The session explored the importance 
of allyship in our communities, the diversity within 
our human identity (including gender identity, gender 
expression, sexual orientation and attraction) and 
provided participants the opportunity to have their 
questions answered by Calgary Pride hosts. This 
session was also recorded for employees to view  
in the future.

STANDING AGAINST BULLYING AND HARASSMENT

We encouraged all team members to wear pink on 
Pink Shirt Day (February 24, 2021). We also provided 
information on how to stand against bullying and 
harassment and where to turn for help. Pink Shirt Day 
began in 2007 when a student in Nova Scotia was 
bullied for wearing a pink shirt to school. It has since 
been recognized annually worldwide as a day to  
stand against bullying.

SUPPORTING THE CALGARY  
PRIDE FESTIVAL

Since 2017, we have supported the people behind  
the scenes who bring the Calgary Pride Festival to life 
each year. From transporting artists to moving boxes, 
volunteers feel a greater connection to the community 
by volunteering with Calgary Pride. We are proud to 
support such a strong, resilient community.

STORY

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Click here to watch our video on 
supporting our LGBTQ+ community.
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WHY IT MATTERS TO ENMAX

Fostering the potential of our people is critical to our 
success as an organization. Engaged employees have 
fewer safety incidents, are healthier and more customer-
focused, and feel valued, respected and invested in 
their own success. Strong employee engagement and 
development improves organizational effectiveness and 
contributes to a more satisfied workforce, increased 
retention and a better bottom line for our Shareholder.

OUR APPROACH
We care about how committed, invested and engaged 
our team members are. We understand that learning 
and development are critical factors in employee 
engagement, and therefore target our programs to 
support employee growth by providing opportunities 
for career development. We offer competitive wages 
and benefits, professional development, and human 
resources programs and practices such as succession 
planning for key positions.

At ENMAX, we complete annual employee 
engagement surveys and are working to ingrain 
employee engagement into daily practices. In Maine, 
Versant Power’s talent acquisition practice is to source 
talent from the local service territory. The company  
also completes employee engagement surveys and  
has a tuition reimbursement policy.

PROGRESS IN 2021
Over the past year, we have continued to measure and 
improve our employee engagement and have worked to 
support the learning, development and advancement of 
our team members in the following ways:

Measuring engagement
We have conducted an annual employee engagement 
survey through Gallup since 2019. After each of these 
surveys, all employees receive access to the survey 
results and are involved in action planning within 
their teams. In 2021, our employee participation rate 
reached an all-time high of 90 per cent (up from 88 
per cent the previous year) and exceeded the average 
participation rate of 82 per cent among utility peers 
according to Gallup. In all three years distributing the 
survey, we chose to add several questions surrounding 
a “culture of inclusion” to understand how confident 
team members are that company practices are ethical, 
that their voice is heard, and that they are treated 
inclusively and with respect. We were encouraged to 
see increases in all three dimensions of the “culture 
of inclusion”-related questions, which suggests that 
employees feel our workplace operates with respect 
and integrity and that ENMAX is committed to building 
the strengths of each employee. Since 2019, our results 
have shown meaningful improvements across Gallup’s 
core engagement questions. 

In November 2021, Versant Power launched its first 
engagement survey through Gallup, which will help 
provide a consistent and common line of sight on 
engagement across both ENMAX and Versant Power. 
To follow up on the survey results, leaders will be 
developing and implementing action plans in 2022.

2021 HIGHLIGHTS

 → Completed third annual employee engagement survey.
 → Launched a senior leader coaching program to support leaders 
during times of change.

Employee 
engagement and 
development
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Learning and development
Our goal in 2021 was to provide learning opportunities 
for leaders that developed skills and capabilities in key 
areas to support our leaders’ and teams’ success through 
the constantly changing environment. In addition to 
skill development, our learning opportunities created a 
sense of belonging and connection for participants. We 
advanced our learning and development offerings this 
year through:

TALENT MOBILITY 

We continued to mature our talent programs and 
develop our leadership pipeline through ongoing 
focus on development needs, internal mobility, project 
work and succession planning. Development plans 
include targeted leadership development opportunities, 
from offering education to address specific needs, to 
providing opportunities for leaders to gain exposure 
and skill development experience. ENMAX’s succession 
program enhances cross-functional awareness of our 
talent pool, identifies development areas and mitigates 
the risk of unexpected leadership vacancies. Succession 
plans for all director-level leaders were completed in 
June 2021.

INDUSTRY ACUMEN

This program provides industry-related information 
and technical knowledge for those new to ENMAX 
or the electricity industry. In 2021, over 40 employees 
participated in a revamped program that provided new 
self-paced e-learning content, offered sessions hosted 
by ENMAX’s own senior leaders, and shared industry 
knowledge from Western Energy Institute speakers.

MENTORSHIP

We continued our internal mentorship program, 
which matched 141 mentors and mentees in 2021 and 
established mentoring relationships over six months.

COMMUNICATION FOR LEADERS

We launched two programs to provide communication 
tools to leaders across ENMAX. First, more than 31 
directors and vice presidents received Communication 
for Senior Leaders, a four-week training program with 
one-on-one coaching that helps senior-level leaders 
craft a compelling vision, clear messaging and cultivate 
a leadership presence through their communications. 
Stemming from positive feedback about the first 
program, we launched Speaking as a Leader. In 2021, 
20 mid-level leaders participated in this four-week 
program and learned how to communicate a powerful 
message in a concise and clear manner.

SENIOR LEADERSHIP COACHING

To help our leaders navigate times of change, we 
identified a group of senior leaders who were leading 
critical transformation within their teams. We partnered 
with a Calgary-based executive coaching firm to support 
them for six to eight months, providing each with 
individualized coaching to help with their leadership  
and personal development needs.

COACHING 101

In 2021, ENMAX also piloted a three-hour introduction 
to coaching program for 49 leaders, focusing on 
building the fundamental coaching skills and providing 
a framework for effective coaching conversations.

ENGAGING OUR EMPLOYEES IN INNOVATION

In spring 2021, we hosted an Innovation Challenge 
across our ENMAX Power and ENMAX Corporation 
business areas. The goal of the challenge was to 
engage employees in the generation of ideas that 
could advance ENMAX Power’s vision of meeting 
the future needs of our customers and communities 
through advancements in technology, electrification 
and distributed energy resources.

Team members contributed more than 70 submissions 
with ideas spanning automation and digitization, 
through to augmented and virtual reality training and 
everything in between. Four winning ideas, including 
one employee choice, along with seven finalists were 
selected by a senior leadership committee.

ENMAX Power is formalizing the process to allow 
team members to submit project ideas throughout 
the year for review. Each project will move through 
a governed approval process to allow for more 
expedited decision making and stakeholder input 
towards implementation.

TYPES OF IDEAS

STORY

41
total ideas

9 – Automation & Digitalization

6 – Analytics & Machine Learning

7 – Microgrids

6 – Customer Communication

5 – Work Methods

4 – Energy Storage

4 – Augmented and Virtual Reality 
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WHY IT MATTERS TO ENMAX

We welcome the contributions of organized labour 
and respect the right of our employees to associate. 
More than 60 per cent of our workforce is represented 
by union members of the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers (IBEW) Local 254 and the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees (CUPE) Local 38. Fifty per 
cent of Versant Power’s workforce is represented by 
the IBEW Local 1837.

OUR APPROACH
We endeavour to be proactive in our communications 
and transparent as decisions are made. We consult 
with union representatives in advance of any policies 
or business initiatives that directly impact union 
members. Collective bargaining agreements for both 
unions have a well-defined and documented process 
for raising grievances.

Collective agreements
In 2021, ENMAX successfully negotiated a collective 
agreement with CUPE, which was ratified by the 
majority of the membership. In 2022, ENMAX will be 
engaging in negotiations with the IBEW in Alberta  
and Versant Power with the IBEW in Maine.

Valuing our collaborative 
relationships
We value the positive relationships we have with  
our bargaining unit representatives. Some of the 
most common matters we work with our unions on 
are compensation, job stability and outsourcing. We 
strive for open two-way dialogue to enable effective 
issue resolution. To promote collaborative union 
relationships in Alberta, some of the structures we 
have in place include:

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS COUNCIL

This council (which is a bargaining item within the 
IBEW) is a way to work through issues or concerns that 
need to be resolved outside of active bargaining.

BID COMMITTEE

This committee, which includes representation from 
IBEW and ENMAX management, meets as required to 
discuss any changes to job descriptions or qualifications.

JOB EVALUATION COMMITTEE

Any significant changes to job descriptions go to 
this committee for discussion and agreement. The 
committee includes representation from CUPE and  
the ENMAX labour relations and total rewards teams.

WORKING TOGETHER THROUGH  
THE PANDEMIC

The global pandemic has heightened the need to 
maintain collaborative and respectful relationships 
with our unions as we work together through difficult 
and changing situations.

Keeping our employees’ safety always at the forefront, 
ENMAX has worked to proactively keep our unions 
informed of our COVID-19 plans and procedures while 
navigating these challenging times.

Unions STORY
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WHY IT MATTERS TO ENMAX

Electricity is an essential service, and energy 
affordability is critical to our customers’ quality of 
life. We aim to help eliminate barriers for vulnerable 
customers that may impact or inhibit access to safe, 
reliable and affordable electricity.

OUR APPROACH
We focus our energy affordability efforts on supporting 
customers at each stage of the affordability lifecycle:

 – Crisis management – relief to customers in  
energy-need crisis through agency partnerships

 – Prevention – programming to reduce barriers  
to affordable-energy access

 – Affordability – sustainable energy solutions,  
tools, education and awareness

We have a range of community partnerships and 
customer programs in place to improve access  
to energy:

Helping customers understand  
and optimize energy use
For customers who have chosen a competitive retail  
plan with ENMAX Energy, we offer My Energy IQ™, a free 
tool to enable customers to take greater control over how  
they use energy via monthly reports on their energy use, 
bill comparisons, energy saving tips and more. 

To support changing energy needs during seasonal 
changes, we also publish our Winter Wise and Summer 
Smart energy savings tips to help customers make 
energy usage reductions through simple, low-cost  
ideas tailored to Alberta’s climate.

Supporting vulnerable customers
In Alberta, our local customer care team offers payment 
arrangements or installment plans to assist customers 
who may be struggling to pay their electricity and/or 
natural gas bill. To further support vulnerable customers 
with utility needs, we have long-standing relationships 
with Trellis Society, Distress Centre Calgary, United Way 
of Calgary and Area, Bissell Centre, and United Way of 
Central Alberta. (Read more on page 46.)

In Maine, Versant Power works closely with state  
and county programs that qualify customers to receive 
assistance for heating. When customers apply for 
federally-funded heating assistance, they may also 
qualify to receive assistance through Versant Power’s 
Low Income Assistance Program, which provides an 
annual credit on electric bills for income-qualified 
applicants each year they apply. Low-income residential 
customers who fall behind on electricity bills may also 
be eligible for the company’s Arrearage Management 
Program, which applies a forgiveness credit to overdue 
balances for on-time payments of current bills.

2021 HIGHLIGHTS

 → Met our target to spend at least 30 per cent of our community 
investment budget on energy affordability.

 → Increased our funding to three of our long-standing community 
partners to support basic needs.

Energy affordability

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT SPENDING
per cent

 OUR PERFORMANCE

30%
Of our community 
investment budget 
supported energy 
affordability efforts 
in 2021

MAKING RENEWABLE POWER MORE 
AFFORDABLE FOR NEW HOMEOWNERS

We have partnered with Attainable Homes Calgary 
to install solar panels (a total of 440 kW DC) on 
affordable housing units as part of their new REACH 
at Martindale development. Attainable Homes Calgary 
is a non-profit organization, created and owned by 
The City of Calgary, which helps moderate-income 
Calgarians achieve quality home ownership.

REACH at Martindale is a 12-building multi-family 
development with an arrangement of regular and 
stacked townhomes and includes 116 residential homes. 
To lower the cost of power for the new homeowners, 
each unit is designed to be highly energy efficient and 
will include standard solar panels.

STORY
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PROGRESS IN 2021
To manage our energy affordability efforts across 
Alberta and Maine, last year we established an internal 
cross-functional Energy Affordability Working Group. 
The team is tasked with developing and implementing 
a strategy to promote continued attention and action  
on energy affordability-related efforts. Our focus in 2022 
will be on progressing our pilot projects and providing 
customers with access to better information on how 
they use and can optimize their energy.

Targeted community investment
In 2020, we set a target to spend at least 30 per cent 
of our community investment budget each year on 
activities and organizations that support customers at 
the various stages of the energy affordability lifecycle. 
In 2021, 30 per cent of our investment was directed 
towards this area, meeting our target. (Read about 
some of our funding allocations on page 46.)

Energy saving kits pilot
We are making progress towards our target to deliver 
1,000 energy saving kits to Albertans by the end of 
2022. The energy saving kits are designed to support 
customers experiencing difficulty paying their bill and 
who may have higher than average energy use. The kits 
include clear information on how to save energy and 
products that create energy savings like LED light bulbs 
and insulating weatherstripping. In 2021, we trained our 
Customer Care team to identify customers who could 
most benefit from the kits. We chose a vendor to supply 
the kits, worked with them to select appropriate items 
for the kit and developed the kit’s education pieces.

Energy efficiency workshops
Recognizing that education is a key part of energy 
affordability, we have partnered with Green Calgary 
in a pilot project to deliver tailored energy efficiency 
workshops to at least 500 people during 2022. The 
workshops will provide energy efficiency strategies, 
tips on understanding your bill and other energy-saving 
content customized to the unique interests of each 
group (e.g., newcomers to Calgary or those who live  
in apartments).

Demand-side management
ENMAX submitted an application to the Alberta Utilities 
Commission (AUC) to advocate for the development 
and launch of a demand-side management (DSM) 
program. DSM programs encourage customers to 
reduce their electricity use by shifting their usage 
to avoid periods of high demand on the distribution 
system and/or through investment in energy efficiency 
measures. DSM programs are common across many 
North American jurisdictions. Customers enjoy many 
benefits of utility-led DSM programs such as reduced 
electricity costs and reduced environmental impacts. 
ENMAX requires approval from the AUC in order to 
proceed with any DSM program.

Understanding your bill
We made updates to our website to help customers 
better understand their bill. The ENMAX Energy 
Understanding Your Bill page provides a bill charges 
breakdown with an example of what an average 
ENMAX Energy residential customer’s bill could look 
like. We also shared the video, A closer look at your bill. We are making progress towards our target 

to deliver 1,000 energy saving kits by the end 
of 2022. The energy saving kits are designed 
to support customers experiencing difficulty 
paying their bill and who have higher than 
average energy use.
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As part of our commitment to support energy 
affordability efforts, we have strengthened our focus 
on basic needs funding. In 2021, we increased our 
funding to three of our long-standing community 
partners, Trellis Society, Distress Centre Calgary and 
United Way of Calgary and Area. These partnerships 
support the crisis intervention stage of the energy 
affordability lifecycle and allow us to direct people to 
organizations to get the help they need. Increasing our 
support of these agencies means that more families 
and individuals will have access to funding for  
essential needs and services.

TRELLIS SOCIETY

Trellis Society works with children, youth and families, 
offering programs to improve access to resources, 
developing family and community supports. Among 
other services, they provide preschool and after-school 
educational programming to children, shelter for youth or 
families in need, and employment and housing support.

DISTRESS CENTRE

Distress Centre Calgary helps provide 24-hour crisis 
support, professional counselling, youth peer support 
and referrals through 2-1-1, as well as runs programs 
at the multi-agency collaborative Safe Communities 
Opportunity and Resource Centre—all at no cost to 
those seeking assistance. Although Distress Centre 
defines crisis broadly, they often support individuals or 
families experiencing domestic violence and other kinds 
of abuse, mental health crises and suicidal thoughts, 
and temporary financial hardship or homelessness. 
They provide both counselling and housing services.

UNITED WAY

United Way of Calgary and Area’s Basic Needs Fund 
ensures individuals and families have access to basic 
necessities, allowing them to focus on building their 
strengths and move towards greater self-sufficiency.

“ We are grateful to the ENMAX team 
for truly listening to the needs in the 
community and giving intentionally 
during such a challenging season.  
This partnership will have a positive 
impact on ensuring strong supports 
to those we serve—reducing poverty, 
strengthening housing stability and 
offering mental health supports  
through our continuum of programs  
and services.” 
JEFF DYER  
CEO, TRELLIS SOCIE T Y

SPOTLIGHT

Supporting basic needs in  
our communities – Alberta

TRELLIS SOCIETY
Working across Calgary and surrounding 
communities, Trellis Society is focused on 
improving access to resources, developing 
family and community supports, and building 
people’s capacity to deal with life’s challenges.

All photos courtesy of Trellis Society.
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In Maine, Versant Power also increased its focus  
on basic needs funding with significant giving being 
directed toward:

LOW-INCOME HEATING ASSISTANCE

To provide individuals in Versant Power’s service 
territory with emergency assistance during the cold 
months, we provided funding to Aroostook County 
Action Program, Penquis Action Program and 
Downeast Community Partners.

HOUSING SECURITY

The pandemic affected some families’ ability to keep  
up with bills and afford safe shelter for themselves. 
Many area shelters receive state and federal funding 
but face restrictions on who qualifies for help. Versant 
Power provided funding to Bangor Homeless Shelter, 
H.O.M.E. Inc. in Orland, and Homeless Services of 
Aroostook to support their efforts in providing reliable 
short- and long-term housing.

“ With the rising heating costs and overall 
inflation, this donation is timely and will 
be vital in helping many individuals and 
families throughout our service area.  
We appreciate this generous donation 
and will get it into the hands of our 
friends and neighbors needing a helping 
hand this winter.” 
KARA HAY  
CEO, PENQUIS ACTION PROGRAM

SPOTLIGHT

Supporting basic needs in  
our communities – Maine

02

03

01

01
Children check out the all-electric Chevy  
Bolt at an outdoor concert series supported  
by Versant Power in Presque Isle, Maine.

02
Representatives from Versant Power and 
Eastern Area Agency on Aging celebrated our 
continuing partnership at EAAA’s facility in 
Brewer, Maine.

03 
Versant Power leaders and engineers  
took a tour of the University of Maine’s new 
Engineering Education & Design Center under 
construction at the Orono campus. Versant 
Power has provided support to various 
UMaine programs over the years, including 
the engineering program and Power  
Systems Laboratory.
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WHY IT MATTERS TO ENMAX

Our investments and employee volunteer contributions 
make a positive impact in the communities where we 
operate. We continually strive to do our part to build 
stronger and more resilient communities.

OUR APPROACH
We are committed to supporting our communities in 
Alberta and Maine through sponsorships, donations, 
partnerships and employee volunteerism. Both ENMAX 
and Versant Power have been working to enhance our 
partnerships and focus our funding to directly target 
community needs and make an even bigger difference.

We aim to annually invest at least one per cent of our 
pre-tax profits in our communities and we achieved 
this goal in 2021. ENMAX engages the London 
Benchmarking Group Canada (LBG) to review our 
community investment performance. LBG’s assessment 
includes ENMAX’s cash donations, donations in kind 
and employee volunteer time, resulting in a more 
holistic view of our overall community contribution.

PROGRESS IN 2021
In 2021 we donated $3.25 million in total across Alberta 
and Maine. ENMAX contributed $2.68 million in cash, 
in kind and through employee donations to local 
agencies, and Versant Power contributed $462,189 USD 
(approximately $570,000 CAD).

Over the past year at ENMAX we have:
 – Completed an audit of our community  
investment spending;

 – Provided top-up funding to address immediate  
needs in the community;

 – Allocated 30 per cent of our community investment 
budget on activities and organizations that support 
customers at the various stages of the energy 
affordability lifecycle (read more on page 44); and

 – Laid out a strategy for future community investment 
spending to increase the proportion of basic needs 
funding to 40 per cent by 2025.

In Maine, Versant Power:
 – Spoke with the 10 major partners that it had worked 
with across its service territory, interviewing them 
specifically about what their greatest needs were;

 – Synthesized the data, breaking it down into three 
phases: 1) Spring: mental health, 2) Fall: housing 
security and 3) Winter: energy affordability, and 
tailored its charitable giving budget to target  
those areas; and

 – Increased its campaign to the United Way in  
support of serving basic needs.

SPONSORSHIP AND COMMUNITY 
INVESTMENT IN INDIGENOUS 
COMMUNITIES

We look to support the economic and social 
development of Indigenous communities. As one of 
our areas of focus, we support education programs 
that assist Indigenous Peoples in advancing their 
knowledge and skills, and support the celebration of 
Indigenous culture. In 2021, we began a partnership 
with the Aboriginal Friendship Centre of Calgary, 
which brings Indigenous-based cultural programs and 
supports the essential needs of the urban Indigenous 
community in Calgary.

Our increased focus on basic needs funding across 
Alberta also includes an Indigenous focus. Funding 
was directed to the Tsuut’ina Food Bank, the United 
Way of Central Alberta’s Lights On Fund (which 
benefits the Red Deer Native Friendship Society), 
and to Edmonton’s Bissell Centre Community Bridge 
Program (which supports Bent Arrow working with 
the Indigenous community).

2021 HIGHLIGHTS

 → $3.25 million contributed in cash, in kind and through employee 
donations to Alberta and Maine’s community organizations in 2021.

 → Increased focus on maximizing social impact and supporting  
basic needs.

STORY

Community 
investment and 
economic impact
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Creating a positive economic impact
As an electricity provider, access to safe and reliable 
energy is one of the ways we enable economic 
development. Reliable energy access is correlated 
to improved economic trade and growth, increased 
safety, comfort and security, better employment 
opportunities, and is critical to supporting overall 
quality of life. In addition to our mission of providing 
safe, reliable, affordable energy, our strategy includes 
returning a stable and growing dividend to The City of 
Calgary. The dividend we pay to The City helps fund 
public transit, water supply and treatment services, 
and parks and recreation amenities. As part of our 
business, we develop infrastructure projects that 
create enduring improvements for the province of 
Alberta and future generations. We also generate value 
through the jobs we create, the materials we purchase 
and our community investments. We are transparent 
about our financial position and results, and share our 
annual and quarterly financial reports on our website.

Our employees found creative ways to 
volunteer and participated in a variety 
of virtual, skills-based volunteering 
opportunities throughout 2021.

Finding creative ways to give back
Due to the ongoing restrictions on in-person 
gatherings, our employees continued to participate 
in a variety of virtual, skills-based volunteering 
opportunities throughout 2021. Our employees found 
creative ways to volunteer that included being mentors 
with Big Brothers Big Sisters, joining seniors in virtual 
trivia sessions with Silvera for Seniors, donating blood 
through Canadian Blood Services, being pen pals  
for isolated students and setting up holiday lights  
at Alberta Children’s Hospital, Stollery Children’s 
Hospital and 11 Silvera for Seniors facilities.

Our Fall Give campaign is our annual employee giving 
program that provides our employees the chance to 
give back and engage with their community in ways 
that matter to them. ENMAX supports this giving by 
matching employee donations. In 2021, to further support 
energy affordability, if employees chose to donate to 
organizations that help enable affordable access to 
energy, ENMAX doubled our match of each employee 
donation. More than 110 organizations received support, 
with five organizations receiving the double match.

Through its Good Neighbor Employee Volunteer 
Program and United Way campaign, Versant Power 
matches employee giving in Maine. While the pandemic 
impacted the company’s ability to volunteer and use its 
Good Neighbor funds for programming important to 
employees, they honored employees’ wishes to provide 
gifts to children for the holidays and to spread holiday 
cheer by donating the funds to seven organizations.

01
Our employees found ways to support causes 
they care about such as a dog walk to support 
Calgary Humane Society.

02
Our employees set up holiday lights for a 
Silvera senior facility.

01

02
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WHY IT MATTERS TO ENMAX

Our relationships with our communities and 
stakeholders are an important part of our success. 
We are committed to understanding the needs and 
interests of all stakeholders and work to maintain 
positive relationships through open communication 
and respect.

OUR APPROACH
We supply safe and reliable power to all our customer 
groups, which include residential, commercial, 
industrial, institutional, developers, builders and 
Indigenous communities. Through the course of our 
daily operations, we also work with many municipal 
elected officials, government agencies, advocacy 
groups and industry consultants.

ENMAX Power’s electrical distribution service area 
spans more than 1,000 square kilometres (km²) in 
and around Calgary, and our stakeholders include 
any individuals or organizations that have distribution 
lines coming to their home or building, whether or not 
ENMAX Energy is the chosen energy provider.

Our broader stakeholders include anyone who could 
be impacted by our operations or who has an interest 
in our company, including Indigenous communities, 
regulators, municipalities, rural landowners, 
developers, new businesses, elected officials, the 
media and the general public.

Ongoing stakeholder engagement
We promote communication with our stakeholders  
in the following ways:

 – We offer a variety of contact avenues on our  
contact page in the areas of residential customer 
care, business customer care, and power and  
meter services.

 – Our Customer Care Centre elicits feedback from 
customers through our Voice of the Customer 
surveys, which started in September 2019.

 – We also learn what our stakeholders want through 
monthly engagement activities with various advocacy 
groups (who represent, for example, developers, 
builders or electrical contractors).

 – When we submit a proposal to the regulator to explain 
a rate increase, we make those submissions available 
to our customers and the public on our website.

 – We disclose direct contact information on our 
website, including access to our Board of Directors.

 – We provide advance notification of any planned 
outages, offer an outage map and heavily engage  
on social media to alert customers about outages.

 – Our customer relations team handles inquiries and 
complaints promptly. In response to common concerns 
about outage locations, causes and estimated 
restoration timeframes, we installed a robust customer-
facing interactive voice response system in 2019 to 
improve outage communications (see page 23 to read 
about our Outage Management System).

 – We are open to receiving questions and concerns  
and encourage stakeholders to call us or get in touch 
with us through our Live Chat.

WORKING WITH INDIGENOUS 
COMMUNITIES

Our fundamental guiding principles—communication 
and trust—are instrumental in developing open and 
honest relationships with Indigenous communities.  
An example of this is our relationship with the Tsuut’ina 
Nation and our operation of the electrical distribution 
system on the east side of their reserve lands. 

In 2021, we began working with Tsuut’ina Nation on 
an initiative to connect several new-build homes on 
the reserve. Working closely with the Nation and three 
Nation-owned builders, we are adding new electrical 
infrastructure including distribution lines, poles and 
transformers. In working with the Nation members, 
we demonstrate respect by providing a single and 
consistent point of contact, promptness in our 
responses and a commitment to regular, face-to-face 
meetings. Connecting these new homes will allow us 
to continue providing Tsuut’ina Nation families with 
safe and reliable power.

Community  
and stakeholder 
relations

STORY
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https://www.enmax.com/system-resources/service-area-map 
https://www.enmax.com/contact-us
https://www.enmax.com/contact-us


Engaging during project  
development in Alberta
Development or alteration to transmission lines, 
substations or generation facilities can impact a 
variety of groups. We ensure compliance with the 
AUC Rule 007 stakeholder consultation guidelines for 
all our projects. Depending on the project, the rules 
may require notification or consultation with certain 
stakeholders. This may involve sending a project 
information package to impacted customers, door 
knocking to directly engage customers or even hosting 
an open house. Stakeholders with comments or 
questions are encouraged to contact us through  
our dedicated stakeholder relations phone line and 
email. Our stakeholder relations team consists of  
three full-time ENMAX employees who work closely 
with our regulatory and project teams to ensure 
we meet or exceed AUC Rule 007 stakeholder 
consultation requirements.

Engaging with stakeholders  
and communities in Maine
Versant Power aims to maintain positive  
relationships with its stakeholders, which include 
property owners, municipalities, lawmakers, elected 
officials, regulators, advocacy groups interested in 
energy policy and affordability, and business and 
development organizations. Nearly all of Versant 
Power’s transmission right-of-way areas are 
easements (i.e., Versant Power does not own the  
land, but the easements provide Versant Power with 
access to the property). Versant Power believes in 
being good stewards of the land and being respectful, 
open and collaborative with all landowners. Any 
time field workers require special access through 
woodlands, temporary licenses or leases are obtained 
prior to any work being done. It is the company’s 
practice to record before and after video inventory  
and to complete any mitigations or inspections with  
the property owner.

ORANGE SHIRT DAY

On September 30, 2021, in recognition of the National 
Day for Truth and Reconciliation, we participated in 
Orange Shirt Day across ENMAX. This is a day to 
recognize the history of residential schools in Canada 
and to honour the survivors and their communities.

ENMAX also encourages employees to complete  
the online Indigenous Canada course by covering  
the certification fee. Indigenous Canada is a 
12-lesson course from the Faculty of Native Studies 
at the University of Alberta that explores Indigenous 
histories and contemporary issues in Canada.

GROWING OUR INDIGENOUS AWARENESS

We also observed National Indigenous History Month 
in June and National Indigenous Peoples Day on 
June 21, 2021. More than 150 ENMAX team members 
attended or watched an Indigenous Awareness Training 
session to grow their understanding and awareness 
of Indigenous history and culture. The session was 
presented by Holly Fortier. Holly is a Cree/Dene 
woman from Fort McKay First Nation, Alberta. Holly 
was born in Treaty 7 Territory and was fortunate to be 
raised by cultural leaders, academics and activists. 
She specializes in the development and delivery of 
Indigenous Awareness Trainings. Holly created the 
training program based on the wisdom and teachings 
passed on to her by her family, elders, coworkers, 
community members and friends. Session takeaways 
included a brief history of Indigenous Peoples, cultural 
differences, list of do’s and don’ts, working with 
Indigenous Peoples and communities, and examining 
what reconciliation looks like.

STORY
In 2021, we began working with Tsuut’ina 
Nation on an initiative to connect several 
new-build homes on the reserve to the grid.
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